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EQUIPMENT DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR REMOTE HOT CELL OPERATIONS

Abstract: Hot cells provide a unique and challenging environment for designing remotely
operated equipment. A typical hot ceU is an isolated room used to protect operators from
highly contaminated and radioactive equipment. Hot cells usually have thick reinforced
concrete walk and leaded glass windows. Operations within the hot cell are accomplished
using master-slave manipulators and overhead crane or electro-mechanical manipulator
systems. The inability to perform hands-on operation and maintenance in hot cells
requires special desie~ considerations. Some of these design considerations include
operational interfaces, radiation, accessibility, replaceability/interchangeability,
decontamination, atmospheric conditions, functionality, operator fatigue, and ease of use.

This paper will discuss guidelines for designing hot cell remotely operated equipment
that has been used successfully at Argonne National Laboratory. General topics in this
paper will include master-slave manipulator types and limitations, overhead handling
systems, viewing limitations, types and sizes of typical fasteners, hot cell compatible
materials, mockup testing, ~~ide features for mating parts, modularity, labeling, electrical
fasteners, and lifting fixtures.

INTRODUCTION

There are many considerations for designing remotely operated hot cell equipment, largely
driven by the limited capabilities of the overhead handling systems and the general inability to
ever get hands-on access to the components once they have been significantly contaminated.
This results in an emphasis on simplicity in design and a need for excellent configuration
management to assure that interchangeable component interfaces can be created over the lifetime
of the system. Since hot cells have a limited amount of space and the engineering overhead
associated with remotely replaceable components is very high, equipment designs should be
standardized where possible to reduce the number of one-of-a-kind parts. All in-cell equipment
should be designed in modules for replaceability and interchangeability. Equipment should be
designed using materials that maximize the life of the part in the hot cell environment.
Equipment designs must provide for unobstructed viewing of remotely separable interfaces so
that any tools or equipment needed to perform the in-cell maintenance functions can be engaged,
disengaged, or positioned in full view. All equipment designs must consider possible
decontamination features. All hot cell equipment must be designed to be compatible with the in
cell handling equipment, atmosphere, and utilities, and provided with features to aid the
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operators in aligning, fastening, and detaching mating parts. Other factors significantly affecting
the basic design of remote systems are the top-only access for component replacement, and the
fact that operators will only be able to directly view one or two faces of the system. Radiation
resistant television camera systems can be helpful, but generally provide only black and white
images and no depth perception. Frequent design interaction with the operators verified by
detailed mockup testing is essential for successful operation and repair of the equipment.

HOT CELLS

A hot ceil is a heavily shielded room in which radioactive materials can be handled by
persons using remote manipulators or overhead cranes. The hot cell walls are usually four to five
feet thick reinforced concrete. Hot cells usuaIly have leaded glass shielding windows or
periscopes positioned strategically around the cell to view the in-cell operations. Figure 1 shows
a plan view of a typical hot cell. Located above each window are one or two master-slave
manipulators. Remotely controlled cranes are used to transfer heavy equipment between zones
inside the celI or to transfer equipment into or out of the hot cell through the transfer ports.
Shielded and sealed penetrations into the hot cell are used to provide for any electrical,
instrumentation, and pneumatic system requirements. High wattage Sodium Vapor lamps are
spaced around the inside of the hot cell to provide sufficient light to see through the windows.

FIGURE 1
HOT CELL PLAN
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Hot cells can have air or inert gas atmospheres and are usually kept at a negative pressure
differential of 1.0 to 2.0 inches of water gage with respect to the surrounding spaces to maintain
contamination control. Filtered ventilation inlets and outlets prevent contamination from
escaping the hot cell.

MASTER-SLAVE MANIPULATORS

There are many different types of master-slave manipulators and the designer must be aware
of the limitations of each type of manipulator when desiaming interfacing equipment. The most
common types of master-slave manipulators used at Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-
W) are the “System 50” and the “Model J“ manufactured by Central Research Laboratory. The
“System 50” is capable of lifting 50 Ibs. fully extended, and the “Model J“ is capable of lifting
approximately 20 Ibs. fully extended. Regular use at the design load limits should be avoided to
enhance reliability of the manipulators. The “slave” or in-cell portion of the master-sIave
manipulator moves in a one-to-one motion relative to the “master” or out-of-cell portion of the
manipulator. A master-slave manipulator has two ambidextrous hand grips on the out-of-cell
side used by the operator to move a two-finger gripper assembl y inside the ceI1. Figure 2 shows
a cut away view of a typical “Model J“ master-slave manipulator and its motions of travel. All
equipment that requires remote handling using the master-slave manipulators must be desi=~ed to
interface with the two finger gripper assembly of the manipulator. Figure 3 shows an example of
a typical in-ceil slave ~tipper assembly.

FIGURE 2
MODEL “J” MASTER-SLAVE MANIPULATOR

OVERHEAD HANDLING SYSTEMS

There are two types of overhead handling systems used at ANL-W for handling heavy
equipment in the hot cells. The first is an overhead crane rated for 10,000 lbs. The crane is .
operated remotely using a control box outside of the hot cell.

The second type of overhead handling system is a bridge-mounted electro-mechanical
manipulator (EMM) which is rated for 750 Ibs. The EMM has a singIe or double “J” hook
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handle with a motorized gripper for clamping and holding items in the “J” hook handles. Figure
4 shows a typical “J” hook handle of an EMM. The EMM’s are also operated remotely using a
control box outside of the hot ceil.

FIGURE 3
MASTER-SLAVE GRIPPERS
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The prefemed sequence for repairing failed equipment in a hot cell is to first have the ability
to remotely replace the failed component in its installed position. It is usually more cost
effective to replace failed items in a hot cell than it is to repair them because of the
decontamination waste produced and personnel radiation exposure involved. Components that
may have a high expected failure rate such as motors, switches, rubber hoses, etc. must be

FIGURE 4
BRIDGE MOUNTED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL “J” HOOK
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designed to be modular so that they can be remotely removed from or installed onto the hot cell
equipment using the master-slave manipulators and/or EMM’s. Failed components that cannot
be replaced or repaired remotely must be decontaminated and repaired in gloveboxes or through
glove walls or by direct contact by personnel wearing protective clothing. Equipment which may
be decontaminated using liquids shouid not have blind holes or liquid traps, should have smooth
surfaces, and weld seams should be continuous to eliminate crevices and seams.

HOT CELL COMPATIBLE MATERIALS

Materials for hot cell equipment should be chosen based on their resistance to gamma
radiation and compatibility with the hot cell atmosphere. Gamma radiation can have severe
damaging effects on oils, grease, plastics, semiconductors and most organic materials. Some
organic materials such as polyurethane rubber and natural rubber are better at resisting the effects
of radiation than other types. Polyurethane is typically used for O-ring seals in hot cell
equipment while natural or neoprene rubber is used for hoses. The mode of degradation is often
more important for static seals than the absolute radiation resistance for a material. For example,
a material that gets hard and brittle might seal well long past its “normal” radiation lifetime (even
if it turns to dust on disassembly) while a material that softens or shrinks under irradiation might
leak earlier than its “rated” life. Occasionally, commercially available parts such as pumps or
compressors may have to be disassembled and their non-radiation resistant components replaced
with more radiation resistant materials. Fi=gyre5 shows the radiation stability of some common
materials.

Most metals are essentially unaffected by gamma radiation in a hot cell. For this reason, the
majority of in-cell hardware is made of carbon steel, stainless steel, or aluminum. Carbon steel
and stainless steel are harder than aluminum and are better at resisting scratching or marring
which makes them easier to decontaminate. However, since aluminum is lighter than steel,
equipment made of aluminum is easier to handle using the master-slave manipulators than the
same size &quipment made of steel. The designer must evaluate the trade off of using aluminum
vs. steel.

If the hot cell atmosphere is something other than air, consideration must be given to how
the atmosphere will affect certain materials or electrical components. For example, motors
should be equipped with high altitude brushes or not have brushes when used in argon
atmosphere hot cells. Also, atmospheres other than air have different heat transfer properties
which may affect the operating temperature of the components and cause them to fail
prematurely. The moisture content in a hot cell maybe much less than the atmospheric air and
can also have detrimental effects on equipment. Examples of this are the fact that most electrical
brushes for motors or slip rings must be derated or changed as moisture levels drop into the parts-
per-million range.

Lubricants are generally avoided or thinly applied. Lubricants that have been used at ANL-
W include Chevron NRRO and NRRG series. However, over a period of time, the lubricant
eventually becomes gritty or powdery and begins to wear on the components.

Radiation resistant wire should be used for electrical components in hot cells. The wires
should be enclosed in vinyl fiberglass sleeving to protect the wire coating. Amphenol type
connectors with the screw ring removed are used at ANL-W for most in-cell electrical
connections. The connectors should be limited to a size 20 shell or less for use with the



manipulators, and larger connectors will need to be mounted in precision alignment fixtures if
they are to be mated with the EMM.

FIGURE 5
RADIATION STABILITY OF MATERIALS
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FASTENERS, CAPTIVE BOLTS, AND GUIDES

A genera]ru]e of thll~b for hot ~el] fmteners is to not use screws smaller than 1/4” and

avoid the use of fine series threads. Fasteners such as socket head capscrews are the preferred
method of attaching and detaching metal parts in the hot cell since it is fairly easy for the
operators to handle a T-handled Allen wrench. Where torque requirements are not important, a
small bar or flat plate is often welded into the top of the screw so that the screw may be tightened
and loosened using the master-slave manipulators without the aid of an Allen wrench. See
Figure 6. The manipulator operators have limited sensory feedback through the master-slave
manipulators, so it is difficult to know if a bolt is being over-torqued.

Aligning features such as dowel pins and guides must be added to mating parts for use in a
hot cell. The dowel pins should have a bullet nose lead-in and the mating hole should have a
chamfer. When two dowel pins are used, it is often helpful to make one dowel pin longer than
the other for gross positioning. Holes for press fit dowel pins should have a smaller diameter
through-hole to facilitate removal of a broken pin. If small diameter dowel pins are being used to
ali=- heavy parts, the dowel pin can be made of drill rod for improved resistance to breakage.



For long spans between guide pins, one pin should mate into a precision diameter hole and the
other should mate into a slot.

FIGURE 6
EXAMPLE OF A CAPTURED SCREW
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Aligning a screw with a hole and screwing it into the hole can be difficult and time
consuming using master-slave manipulators. Bolts are often modified to be captured and
relieved at the entry end of the screw to the minor diameter for a length approximately equal to
the minor diameter to help prevent cross-threading. See Figure 6. In addition, springs are
sometimes used to hold the captured bolts in the raised position to avoid interferences when the
mating patts are brought together.

Commercially available toggle and swing clamps may be used where frequent components
or module removal is required. Consideration must be given to the space requirements
associated with the motion and size of the toggle clamps.

Loose nuts and washers are rarely used in a hot cell unless they are tack-welded to the part.
Loose nuts would be relatively easy to unscrew from a boIt using the master-slave manipulators,
but nearly impossible to install because of the slave wrist motions and difficulty in handling.

Generally, unshouldered lifting eyes are not approved for use in a hot ceil because of the
potential for failure. Shouldered lifting eyes and swivel lifting bails can be used provided the
shoulder is in tight contact with item being lifted. The length of the mounting hole for shoulder
eye bolts and swivel eye bolts should be 1-1/2 times the bolt diameter if the bolts are being used
at t%llcapacity.

Modified hex head bolts are sometimes used in place of socket head capscrews. The head
of the hex is modified by adding a radiused or tapered top to provide a lead-in for the socket.



Double acting ball-lock pins are often used for attachment of frequently removed modules.
The pin should be attached to either the module using a small diameter lanyard, or a stowed
location provided to keep the pin with the module. The pins should generally not be used as
axial load carrying members.

LABELING AND MARKING

Equipment in hot cells is labeled with its drawing number and identification number. The
labels are either stamped using 1/4” high characters or painted with 1” high characters using
black paint. The labels are located on the equipment so that they can be viewed from the
windows. Pin locations, hole locations, orientation marks, etc. are often used to help the operator
visually align mating parts. The marks are usually made with black or white paint.

MOCKUP TESTING

A part of qualifying any remotely operated hot cell equipment should include mockup
testing. Mockup testing helps to evaluate whether or not equipment can be assembled and
operated in a hot ceii. The equipment should be installed using the overhead handling systems
and master-slave manipulators in front of a mockup window. Tests should be done using the
master-slave manipulators to install, remove, repair, and/or replace the items. Each step of
intended operations and maintenance should be performed “hands-of~ by the operators that will
be responsible for the equipment.

SUMMARY

Designing systems for use in a hot cell environment requires an unusual degree of focus on
the limitations of the remote handling systems in place and the operations limitations imposed by
limited visibility and no hands-on access for repair or troubleshooting. Once an overall system
arrangement meeting these constraints has been determined, attention can be turned to the details
of developing (and maintaining configuration control of) simple, remotely interchangeable
interfaces for the replaceable parts of the system. Within the replaceable modules, attention must
be paid to the radiation resistance and sensitivity to atmosphere of the components. Last but
certairdy not least, all of the engineer’s and operator’s theories about how these components can
be operated, maintained, and replaced must be verified “hands-off’ in a mock-up facility that
precisely replicates the actual visual access and master-slave positions of the intended work
station.
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